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Medium and Genre

Abstract: In the generation of meaning one factor is often overlooked: that of the
carrier medium. It can be shown that each carrier medium opens up a cognitive
space whose possibilities are discovered in a long process, step by step. This is
explained by the carrier media of speech and of writing (making use of the two
dimensions of the writing surface, the formal language of mathematics, visualiza-
tion of statistics), using the example of the performing arts and film. The possibi-
lities of the opened space take shape in cognitive genres/formats that work on the
carrier medium as a second filter for the production of meaning. In the course of
such processes the production of symbolic forms is generally more sophisticated,
the reception – if you know the genres and their special features – on the other
hand is much easier.

1 Basics: Three Premises

I would like to start these thoughts on the relation between medium and genre
with three premises: (a) the laws of semiotics, (b) the three types of signs and
(c) the importance of categorisation for human perception and communication.
(a) The essence of semiotics can be expressed in three laws: the law of selection,

the law of inferring, and the law of emergence (‘Übersummativität’). The law
of selection concerns the sender: communicating something that has sense
for others is not possible without selection: too much or total information
renders comprehension difficult, if not impossible. The law of inferring is a
law that pertains to the receiver: it is up to her or him to fill the gaps. This
leads to the law of emergence – it concerns above all the receiver, since it is s/
he who, by inferring, may grasp an overall sense that is more than the sum of
its constituent parts. It is clear that the choice made by the sender (first law)
may direct the receiver in the emergent process of understanding, but, in
principle, the receiver is free. Since the days of Peter Abelard (1078–1132),
Michel de Montaigne (1533–1592), or Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768–1834),
the receiver is entitled to understand a text even better than its creator.

(b) The next premise are the three classes of signs as distinguished by Charles
Sanders Peirce (1839–1914): it holds for all of these classes that something is
representing something, or, in the wording of the mediaeval schoolmen,
aliquid stat pro aliquo (aliqua re). Peirce distinguished between iconic, index-
ical, and symbolic signs: in the case of iconicity, the sign is similar or
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analogous to its referent; indexicality means that there exists a relation of
contiguity or causality between the sign and its referent; in the case of
symbolic signs, there is no evident relation between the sign and its referent.
Spelling out these general properties for different domains of application
leads to the following scheme:

Table 1: The three types of signs according to Charles Sanders Peirce.1

iconic indexical symbolic

General
features

The sign is similar or
analogous to its referent

A relation of contiguity or
causality between sign
and referent

No evident relation
between sign and referent

Examples
from every-
day life

By definition logograms,
maps, portraits, pictures in
the central perspective of
Renaissance painting

Smoke→ fire, flapping
flag→ wind,

rash→ illness

Legal symbols like
wedding ring, passing over
the front door key to sb.,
traditio corporalis of real
estate…

Language Rare on word level,
frequent in syntax
(protasis→ apodosis,
chronology in narration)

Deictics, possessives,
anaphora, cataphora…

Most signs: why garden
instead of hortus, giardino,
puisto, parádeisos, sad?

Film Movement of our bodies,
human actions…

See under everyday life;
additionally often film
music

Speech accompanying
actions; to light a
cigarette; to pass sb. ones
hand…

However ‘natural’ they may seem to us: all signs are conventional (aliquid stat pro aliqua re), i.e.
they have to be learned.

Ideographic signs, i.e. signs that directly reflect their content, represent a
special case of iconicity. Historically, ideograms are mostly based on iconic
signs, often developing into symbols whose origin has ceased to be transpar-
ent – the same thing tends to happen in sign languages, where icons even-
tually become symbolic signs. Where the idea, i.e. the content to be trans-
mitted by an ideogram, is something abstract, the term ‘iconic’ can only have

1 Umberto Eco (1970) used a similar approach for visual signs, with a lot of further subdivisions,
though, which would not be helpful in this context and whose benefit is generally questionable
(Ockham’s razor). They correspond to the approaches that used to be chosen at the end of the
1960s.
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a metaphorical meaning. What counts is that the sign directly represents an
element of content.

(c) Like all higher mammals, humans do not represent the outer world as exact
images in their brains. (This means by the way that, already in perception,
the first law of semiotics holds.) Before we recognise something or somebody
as an individual, we perceive her/him/it as belonging to a certain type, to a
certain category, for instance as a human being, a house, a cat, a dog, or a
tree. Working with one-to-one representations, i.e. with concepts represent-
ing the original in all its details, would make us unable to survive. Our human
languages are working the same way – signs refer to classes of objects,
actions, categories, etc.2

What is true of individual signs is all the more true of complex ones, such as
entire texts. The entities we call ‘genres’ are nothing but a special form of
categorisation. There exist a lot of designations for this phenomenon: anthro-
pological phenomenology, for example, speaks of “communicative genres of
everyday life” (Alfred Schütz, Thomas Luckmann), of “traditions of speaking”
(Brigitte Schlieben-Lange), “simple forms” (André Jolles), “genres”, “activity
types”, “models of acting”; in television we tend to call them “formats”, etc.
The following definition explains, from an anthropological and phenomeno-
logical perspective, what is meant by these types of categorisation:

Communicative genres are considered to be those communicative phenomena that have
become socially rooted. […] Their basic social function consists of alleviating the burden of
subordinate (communicative) action problems. […] Due to the fixed patterns they constitute,
genres are an orientation framework for the production and reception of communicative
actions. (Knoblauch and Luckmann 2004: 303)

Since the present contribution appears in a volume dealing with the interrela-
tions between linguistics and literary studies, itmight be of interest to consider
a passage written by Mikhail Bakhtin (1895–1975), a scholar rooted in Russian
Formalism and highly appreciated by students of literature. At the beginning
of the 50s, he wrote a text “On the importance of discourse genres”, perma-
nently quoted by whoever tackles the topic of genres. Bakhtin’s approach is
essentially text-linguistic in that it starts from the assumption that the basic
unit of linguistics is not the sentence, but the utterance and that we acquire
language by hearing, analysing and repeating utterances – exactly the ideas

2 Proper names are an exception. Nonetheless, they tend to make problems. In order to effec-
tively identify a person, we add her/his birth date and, if still necessary, further identifiers like a
social insurance number.
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put forward about 40 years later by the representatives of construction gram-
marwho certainly ignoredBakhtin as their precursor. In an English translation
the text passage reads as follows:

We know our native language – its lexical composition and grammatical structure – not
from dictionaries and grammars but from concrete utterances that we hear and that we
ourselves reproduce in live speech communication with people around us. We assimilate
forms of language only in forms of utterances and in conjunction with these forms. The
forms of language and the typical forms of utterances, that is, speech genres, enter our
experience and our consciousness together, and in close connection with one another. To
learn to speak means to learn to construct utterances (because we speak in utterances and
not in individual sentences, and, of course, not in individual words). Speech genres organize
our speech in almost the same way as grammatical (syntactical) forms do. We learn to cast
our speech in generic forms and, when hearing others’ speech, we guess its genre from the
very first words; we predict a certain length (that is, the approximate length of the speech
whole) and a certain compositional structure; we foresee the end; that is, from the very
beginning we have a sense of the speech whole, which is only later differentiated during the
speech process. If speech genres did not exist and we had not mastered them, if we had to
originate them during the speech process and construct each utterance at will for the first
time, speech communication would be almost impossible. (Bakhtin 1986 [1953]: 78–9)

I will now conclude these three premises (semiotics, Peirce, and categorisation by
genres) with something fundamental for the concept of medium. It is a citation
from Thomas Aquinas’ Summa Theologiae (Pars I quaestio 75, articulus 5).3 In
English (Aquinas 1947), the passage reads as follows: “For it is clear that whatever
is received into something is received according to the condition of the recipient.”
In its Latin original: Manifestum est enim quod omne quoid recipitur in aliquo
recipitur in eo per modum recipientis (et non per modum recepti).

In the present context, this passage will disclose its full meaning only after the
examples I examine in the second part of my paper (“the interplay between media
and genres”). For the time being it is sufficient to say that amediumof communica-
tion is thought of as just such a recipient, a carrier, whatever its physical basismay
be: sound waves, light waves (e.g. in the case of sign languages), an electronic
carrier frequency, or a two-dimensional sheet. Given that there is, at least since
Marshall McLuhan, a lot of mystification around the concept of ‘medium’, I would
like to recall a maxim of Francis Bacon: citius emergit veritas ex errore quam ex
confusione – “truth emerges sooner from error than from confusion” (Novum
Organum, part II, § 20 [1620]). The usual confusion is between ‘medium’ as a carrier
and ‘medium’ as singular of ‘the media’. The medium-as-carrier is not endowed

3 Since this is a central idea of Thomas, it may be found at numerous other places in his texts,
their total being 23.
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with any power whatsoever, it seduces nobody, it is merely a recipient, a sheet of
paper, an electronic device, similar to a messenger without a message. It is only in
combination with a second recipient, the genre, i.e. with the content it shapes in a
specific way, that a medium can have an effect. In a still larger sense, as ‘the
media’, i.e. as an institution using specific carrier media (publishers of books,
journals, television chains), transporting specifically formatted content, can med-
ia (in the plural form) develop a certain power.4

All instances of medium-as-carrier presuppose an encoding by a sender and a
decoding by a receiver. The only difference beyond sound- or sign language is
that we add a secondary encoding and decoding procedure, script in the case of
writing, and a technically based procedure in the case of electronic transmission.
In cases other than a direct situation of communication between sender and
receiver such media allow us to transcend the limitations of time and space linked
with direct, so to speak ancestral, communication.

2 The Interplay between Media and Genres

The conception put forward by Thomas Aquinas is an ideal starting point for all
reflections on the concept of medium. A medium receives its content according to
its own condition, not according to the condition of what is received – when
putting forward this central idea, Thomas frequently adds this “not according to
the condition of what is received” in order to be still clearer.

I will start this main part of my considerations with three theses:
I. In the process of semiosis, there are two recipients: the carrier medium and

the genre/format. Carrier media offer possibilities and shortcomings.
II. Any medium of communication opens a new cognitive space; its possibilities

are discovered, conquered and exploited by its users only little by little.
III. Any medium can give rise to distinctive sets of genres. Often they have a quite

long history (and diversify more and more).

2.1 Orality

A first glance at the differences between thinking (a case of ‘internal commu-
nication’), speaking and writing shows already possibilities and shortcomings of

4 Siegfried J. Schmidt (2000: 13, 94) belongs to the far too few scholars distinguishing these
different meanings of ‘medium’ and thus knowing about what they speak.
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the respective media. I will use italics to highlight points of particular impor-
tance.

Table 2: Comparison between three carrier media.

To think (‘inner speech’ as
carrier medium

To speak (vocal speech as
carrier medium)

To write (a two-dimensional
support as carrier medium)

Without order Order

Internal processes Externalised

‘Immaterial’ ‘Volatile’ Materialised→ enlarged
communication radius (in space
and time)

Direct situation of
communication

Loss of face to face
communication

Non-linear Linear Linear and in the two
dimensions displayed by the
carrier

Rapid processes Slower processes To write takes still more time

The respective processes being externalised, we can observe and
monitor ourselves

Now what are the ‘shortcomings’ of spoken language? It should be clear that such
shortcomings couldn’t be defined unless we already possess other media we can
compare with pure orality. The biggest shortcoming lies in the linearity of oral
utterances; this holds also for sign languages although they use three-dimensional
space for the encoding process – nevertheless the message transmitted cannot but
remain linear, one-dimensional, with one signal following another. A further
shortcoming lies in what the late Paul Zumthor (1915–1995) aptly called “la
mouvance du texte” (1987). This is a phenomenonwe encounter in all oral societies
that rely on the transmission of identical content as regards their cultural memory.
There are other communities, though less significant in number, which moreover
insist on the identity of form during such a transmission process. One consequence
of this trend may be observed in Sanskrit texts: After some centuries the trans-
mitted texts remain intelligible only to specialists who may even, like Panini,
formulate a grammar in order to cope with these texts of the past (as Orientalist
scholars point out, Panini’s grammar also originally existed in oral form).

Oral societies develop strategies in order to overcome some of the problems
linked with linearity: memorising becomes easier through verse, prosody, meter,
alliteration, initial and/or final, occasionally even internal rhyme. The same thing
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holds for accompanying music leading to larger metric units called, for example,
strophes or ‘laisses’ in the case of Old French Chanson de Geste (the best known
example ofwhich isThe Songof Roland). In bothmetric texts and inprose, narrative
schemes (another important aspect of genres) are useful, too. Their discovery led,
for example, to theMorphology of the [Russian] Folktale (1958) publishedby the late
Vladimir Propp (1895–1970).5 All of these points can be summarized, on a more
general level, as the repetition of a formal invariant or an invariant of content (in
the latter case called ‘parallelism’), featuresmostwidespread among oral genres. If
there is a transition from orality to scripturality, such genres are the first ones to
receive a written form, continuing their life in a newmedium.6

2.2 Writing

Generally speaking, the early stages of a medium’s transition from orality to
scripturality can be described under the heading “write the way you speak”. This
holds for writing in its most technical aspect, too. When we think of the writings of
Aristotle, Platon, Tacitus, Livy, etc., we tend to have in mind tidy editions that are
subdivided into chapters and paragraphs, sometimes even augmented by a critical
apparatus; in short, our mental image presents us with easily readable, printed
texts displaying a perfect colometry. This idea is completely erroneous, though, if
it is taken to describe the original layout and design of these texts. Writing the way
one speaks meant scriptio continua: nobody makes pauses between units sepa-
rated by the spaces in today’s writing. It was one of the possibilities of new
medium to discover the power of such visible spaces between words. However,
this discovery was in its turn a drawn-out process. It took centuries and was
generalised only by 1200 A.C. (cf. Raible 1991a; Parkes 1976, 1992).

With some exceptions concerning above all juridical epigraphy (esp. Roman
laws written in stone or in bronze), written texts consisted of long tapeworms
formed of letters. Nobody could read them silently (there are very few reported
exceptions); as a consequence, reading aloud was standard until about 1200 A.C.,
and even longer. Silent reading became possible only thanks to a new layout of
written texts in scholasticism (cf. also Saenger 1997). In his masterly book on this
epoch, Erwin Panofsky made this evolution understandable by drawing attention
to two principles which, taken together, formed the basis both for contemporary

5 Most of the ‘simple forms’ described by André Jolles (2006 [1930]) can be understood in this
context.
6 Regarding such transition processes, see Raible (1994, 1998).
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gothic architecture and for text production: dialectics and the act of showing how
wholes are made up of smaller constituent parts (Panofsky 1951).7

In the present context, the relation between parts and wholes is particularly
relevant. By 1200, a reader of one of the canonical texts could easily identify
individual parts of a text. This new reading experience was enabled by column
titles (two columns on a page are more easily readable than one), chapter and
paragraph headings, storiated letters signalling, in addition to explicits and
incipits, the beginning of a new ‘book’ – today we would call these ‘books’
‘chapters’ – the use of colour to indicate the beginning of a chapter, additional
notes on the margin referring to certain text passages, the introduction of punc-
tuation, etc. The ordinatio, the inner structure of a text, becomes visible – a typical
case of ideography: content elements become directly visible: word units between
spaces, syntactical organisation by punctuation, relations between larger parts
and wholes by the other layout elements mentioned. This is the first time writing
and page layout truly – and systematically – took advantage of the above-
mentioned two dimensions of a written page. This complex effect was achieved
by turning layout itself into a sign.

The evolution doesn’t stop here, though. Let me just mention two further
domains that took also profit from the two-dimensional carrier medium. The first
one is tables and schemes; the second one is the evolution of mathematics.

2.3 Tables

In the sixteenth century we encounter a new genre for writing history – history in
tables. The ideawas to organise content from left to right in different columns, each
onewith a special heading reflecting a central aspect of the respective content. The
dimension from top to bottom is time, normally expressed in years. The following
example (Fig. 1) illustrates the underlying principle: in this Latin text from Chris-
toph Boemus (1557) we discern two major columns headed by “inside Germany”
and “outside Germany”, each one subdivided into “religion” vs. “republic”. The
book represents the concise version of another book, written by Johannes Sleida-
nus (1556) and published one year earlier. This example for history in tables is still
quite simple – to take another example: Girolamo Bardi’s Chronologia universale in
four parts, published in Venice in 1581, consists of about 20 columns arranged on
two opposite pages. Arndt Brendecke, a German historian, has published several

7 As for dialectics in architecture, apart from the pointed archs and their hierarchy, a central
point made by Panofsky is the famous Portfolio of Villard de Honnecourt.
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studies on this topic (Brendecke 2001, 2003, 2004). In collaboration with the
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, an overview of these works linked to the respective
facsimilia from the period 1500–1800, has beenmade accessible on the Internet.

Fig. 1: Page of the work of Christoph Boemus reducing a book of Johannes Sleidanus to tables.

History in tables is but one example for taking profit of the cognitive space
opened by the two-dimensional carrier medium. Apart from the numerous works
written in this emerging genre or “newmethod” (often announced as such in titles
of the respective works), authors of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries made
an even more sophisticated use of the two dimensions of the written or printed
page. Besides representing the content of entire books as tree-diagrams – a
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pedagogic method developed by the alumni of Petrus Ramus (Pierre de la Ramée,
*1515, killed 1572 in the St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre [cf. Raible 1997]) –, the
idea was to use these possibilities for creating, for example, what we call nowa-
days tables in grammars. A case in point is the Grammaire générale et raisonnée
(1660) of Port Royal by Antoine Arnauld and Claude Lancelot.

Fig. 2 is a facsimile from the first edition. It shows the forms of the French
personal pronouns according to their position with respect to the verb, the
grammatical function (case) and the different grammatical persons. Perhaps we
would miss an explicit form of the – indirectly expressed – ordering principles in
the vertical dimension (first, second person, reflexive and third person, subdi-
vided according to the grammatical number). Today we call such tables gramma-
tical ‘paradigms’. This new sub-genre represents an immediately visible systema-
tic approach to grammar and has, among other things, the advantage of showing
us formal irregularities and empty slots – just another cognitive possibility
discovered on the two-dimensional carrier.

Fig. 2: Grammaire générale et raisonnée, 1660.

2.4 Mathematics

The evolution of mathematics, while following the pattern established in early
modern tables and schemes, is equally interesting and even far more momentous.
Have a look on the three columns of the following Table 3. Leftmost is the Latin
original of a passage from Leonardo da Pisa’s Liber Ab(b)aci published in 1202
(fol. 253rº-vº).
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Table 3: A text of Leonardo da Pisa and its modern translation.

Latin text of Fibonacci English translation8 Modern notation

Si vis dividere 10 in duas
partes, que insimul
multiplicate faciant quartum
multiplicationis maioris in se;
pone pro maiori parte[m]
radicem, quam appellabis
rem, remanebunt pro minori
parte 10, minus re; que
multiplicata in re, venient 10
res, minus censu; et ex
multiplicata re in se proveniet
census; quia, com
multiplicatur radix in se,
proveniet quadratus ipsius
radicis: ergo decem res,
minus censu, equantur quarte
parti census. Quare
quadruplum ipsarum
equabitur censui uni: ergo
multiplica 10 minus res minus
censu per 4, venient 40
radices, minus 4 censibus
que equantur censui. Restaura
ergo 4 census ab utraque
parte, erunt 5 census, qui
equantur 40 radicibus. Quare
divide radices 40 per 5,
quibus equatur census: ergo
portio, per quam posuisti rem,
est 8; quibus extractis de 10,
remanent 2, que sunt alia
portio.

If you wish to separate 10 into two
parts so that their product makes
one fourth of the greater part
multiplied by itself, then you put
for the greater part the root which
you will call thing, there will
remain 10 minus the thing. If you
multiply this with the thing, there
will remain for the smaller part 10
minus the thing and it, multiplied
by the thing, yields 10 things
minus the census; for if you
multiply the thing by itself, you
will have the square of it. Thus 10
things minus the census will be
equal to the fourth part of the
census. Thence the fourfold of 10
minus a census will be equal to a
census: therefore multiply 10
minus the thing minus the census
by 4 and you will get 40 things
minus 4 census which will be
equal to one census. Subtract from
both sides 4 censuses and you will
get 5 censuses, which are equal to
40 things. Therefore divide 40
things by 5 and this will be
equivalent to a census: thus the
part you declared as thing is 8,
which, subtracted from 10,
yields 2 which is the other part.

Greater part: x, smaller: 10–x

x(10–x)=x2/4 | basic equation

10x–x2= x2/4

multiplying both sides with 4

40x–4x2=x2

add 4x2 to both sides

40x=5x2

divide both sides by 5x

x=8

smaller part: 10–x=2

The author of the passage, also called Fibonacci, a man of highest renown in the
history of Western mathematics (c. 1170 to c. 1250), introduced into Western
Europe the then-modern procedures of Arabic mathematics (including Algebra)
and the Indian notation system for numbers, including the number zero. The left
column outlines an algebra problem whose solution is accurately described. The

8 Partly cited from Sigler (2003).
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way to solve the problem has not changed at all during the past few centuries.
What has changed indeed in the meantime is the way we represent the problem
and its solution. We tend to call the unknown variable x, its second power x2, the
third power x3, and so on. For Fibonacci, the unknown variable is called the thing
or the root (res, radix); its second power is called census, the third power cubus,
the fourth one censucensus etc. Thus 5x2 – 3x + 5 = 0 would read as “5 census
minus 3 res plus 5 are equal to 0.”9 As we have to learn the tables in order to do
elementary arithmetic, you had to learn by heart the rules for multiplying and
dividing the different forms unknown variables take: one cubus divided by two
census equals a half res, a res multiplied by itself gives a census, etc. The German
Michael Stifel in his Arithmetica integra (1544) has formulated a general rule for
the first time only in the sixteenth century, reducing multiplication and division
in this case to the addition and subtraction of the variables’ exponents (see
book III, fol. 236v).

The middle column contains an English translation of the problem, whereas
the right one shows the notation we would use today. It is mainly due to René
Descartes, a seventeenth-century French philosopher and mathematician. I have
dealt with such evolutions in more detail in earlier publications (Raible 1991b,
1993), showing, among other things, that the gradual evolution of Western
mathematical notation between the thirteenth and the seventeenth centuries laid
the foundation for the meteoric rise of mathematics at the beginning of the
seventeenth century: this discipline, the purest ‘Geisteswissenschaft’ one could
imagine, became, as a consequence, the most important support for the emerging
empirical and technical sciences of our own times (cf. Krämer 1991). All in all, a
new symbolic system was created on the back of an existing alphabetic one,
especially by abbreviation and a systematic use of the two dimensions of the page
in formulaic script –witness such simple examples as are the line in fractions, the
sign for the root or the sign for integrals and sums. We are thus able to create two-
dimensional wholes consisting themselves of smaller parts, a new kind of ideo-
gram facilitating the work of those who knew how to handle them.10 In the
process, mathematicians were discovering an immense new cognitive space.

9 This is not an idiosyncrasy of Leonardo da Pisa. The same kind of notation holds for his Arab
models, including their Indian sources (Brahmagupta, seventh century), as well as for Greek
mathematicians like Diophantus of Alexandria (c. third century A.D.) or the Byzantine Maximus
Planudes (c. 1260 to 1330) following in his footsteps.
10 Actually mathematicians are not overly interested in the history of their notation systems. An
exception is Stephen Wolfram (2000), the creator of the program Mathematica, widely used in
sciences, more recently of the searchmachineWolframAlpha.
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2.5 Statistics

A side effect of the rise of mathematics was the development of the mathematical
subdiscipline called statistics. This field dealt, for example, with demography and
with probability based on large numbers (mortality, suicide rates, growth pro-
cesses); it became more and more important for modern planning processes, for
reducing complex phenomena to their bare essentials, and so on. Nowadays we
are familiar with pie charts, bar- and flow charts, Venn-diagrams, and the like –
all of them an offspring of the two-dimensional coordinate system of analytical
geometry which is thought to have originated with Descartes.11 One of the modern
masters of this discipline, in this case with a geographic centre of interests, is
Jacques Bertin with his sémiologie graphique (2005 [1967]).

An important event in statistical visualisation is linked to the name of Charles
Joseph Minard (1781–1870). He is today considered one of the preeminent early
statisticians not least because of his a concise representation of the Napoleonic
campaign against Russia (1812/13), created in 1869, some 20 years after his retire-
ment from the office as Inspecteur général des ponts et des chaussées.12 The
scheme shown as Fig. 3 represents a map (we recognise, for example, the names
of cities and rivers). It is based on authoritative texts written by historians. Red
symbolises the march to Moscow, black the retreat. In the original, one millimetre
of the band is thought to represent 10,000 soldiers. Below we see the tempera-
tures in degrees Réaumur during the retreat. One can easily see that not only the
retreat, but also the march to Moscow was catastrophic. The legend at the top
gives the user the necessary explanations.

Edward Tufte, who gained a certain renown outside the academic field of
statistics through his critique of the computer software PowerPoint, thinks that
this scheme “may well be the best statistical graphic ever drawn” (1983: 40). What
is particularly important here is the interplay between graphical means (today we
would call it a flow-chart, here symbolised as a watercourse that starts as an
enormous river and ends as a rivulet), colour, the map in the background and,
above all, a caption – not below the scheme as we would expect from our modern
experience, but in the scheme itself – providing us with the necessary contextua-
lisation. This new genre is a combination of iconic and symbolic signs on a two-

11 Those familiar with the history of mathematics know that it should be attributed to Nicole
Oresme, themost important thinker of European fourteenth century.
12 Contrary to what one would be inclined to think, Minard’s office, which still exists more than
200 years later entailed not just the maintenance of France’s infrastructure but also the entire
domain of social dynamics.
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dimensional space. As mentioned before, all these features and their meaning
have to be learned.

Fig. 3: Charles Joseph Minard’s representation of the Napoleonic campaign against Russia in
1812/1813.13

2.6 The Fine Arts

This brings us to another domain – visual or sculptural representation in two or
three dimensions. The works of visual art are not self-explanatory; they need to
be contextualised in order to be understood. Witness the famous Laocoön Group
in the Vatican Museums. What do we see there? Three human beings, a large
and two smaller ones, wrestling with a serpent. Without larger text passages
from, for instance, the second book of Virgil’s Aeneid, we wouldn’t know that it

13 “CCARTEARTE FIGURATIVEFIGURATIVE des pertes successives en hommes de l’Armée Française dans la campagne
de RRUSSIEUSSIE1812–1813, dressée parM.MMINARDINARD, Inspecteur Général des Ponts et Chaussées en retraite.
Paris le 20 Novembre 1869. – Les nombres d’hommes présents sont représentés par la largeur des
zones colorées à raison d’un millimètre pour dix mille hommes; ils sont de plus écrits en travers
des zones. Le rouge désigne les hommes qui entrent en Russie, le noir ceux qui en sortent. – Les
renseignements qui ont servi à dresser la carte ont été puisés dans les ouvrages de MM. Thiers, de
Ségur, de Fezensac, de Chambray et le journal inédit de Jacob, pharmacien de l’armée depuis le
28 octobre. Pour mieux faire juger à l’œil la diminution de l’armée, j’ai supposé que les corps du
prince Jérôme et duMaréchal Davoust qui avaient été détachés sur Minsk et Mohilow et ont rejoint
vers Orscha et Witebsk, avaient toujours marché avec l’armée”. [Below is another explanation:]
“TTABLEAUABLEAU GRAPHIQUEGRAPHIQUE de la température en degrés du thermomètre de Réaumur au dessous de
zéro”.
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is meant to tell the story: of Laocoön who nearly revealed the secret of the
Greek wooden horse to the Trojans. Athena, a supporter of the Greeks, sent a
sea serpent to kill Laocoön and his sons. As the seventeenth century English
poet John Dryden put it in his translation of the relevant passage from Virgil’s
Aeneid:14

And first around the tender boys they wind,
Then with their sharpen’d fangs their limbs and bodies grind
The wretched father, running to their aid
With pious haste, but vain, they next invade
Twice round his waist their winding volumes roll’d;
And twice about his gasping throat they fold.
The priest thus doubly chok’d, their crests divide,
And tow’ring o’er his head in triumph ride.
With both his hands he labors at the knots;
His holy fillets the blue venom blots;
His roaring fills the flitting air around.
Thus, when an ox receives a glancing wound,
He breaks his bands, the fatal altar flies,
And with loud bellowings breaks the yielding skies.
Their tasks perform’d, the serpents quit their prey,
And to the tow’r of Pallas make their way […]. (Virgil 1909: 110–11)

The Laocoon sculpture invokes an entire story, but it won’t disclose it to the
viewer who lacks supplementary information (e.g. the mythological story as
narrated by Virgil). As is well known, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729–1781)
addressed this topic. In his essay “Laokoon oder über die Grenzen der Malerei
und Poesie” (1766) he dealt in a groundbreaking way with the possibilities and
shortcomings of the Fine Arts as opposed to Literature. His basic line of thinking
is that the writer can develop a history in time, whereas the fine artist can only
represent a single, frozen moment. Thus the main field of activity of a writer
would be action, whereas the fine artist should excel at description.15 This means

14 The relevant passage comes from Dryden’s translation of the Aeneid, here: second book,
v. 282–297.
15 “Wenn es wahr ist, daß die Malerei zu ihren Nachahmungen ganz andere Mittel, oder Zeichen
gebrauchet, als die Poesie; jene nämlich Figuren und Farben in dem Raume, diese aber artiku-
lierte Töne in der Zeit; wenn unstreitig die Zeichen ein bequemes Verhältnis zu dem Bezeichneten
habenmüssen: so können nebeneinander geordnete Zeichen auch nur Gegenstände, die nebenei-
nander, oder deren Teile nebeneinander existieren, aufeinander folgende Zeichen aber auch nur
Gegenstände ausdrucken, die aufeinander, oder deren Teile aufeinander folgen. Gegenstände, die
nebeneinander oder deren Teile nebeneinander existieren, heißen Körper. Folglich sind Körper
mit ihren sichtbaren Eigenschaften die eigentlichen Gegenstände der Malerei. Gegenstände, die
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that the essential linearity of human speech can successfully render a sequence of
actions, whereas the simultaneity of pictorial representation is not suitable for
this kind of task.16 What I have called the ‘context-hungriness’ of the two- and
even three-dimensional works of Fine Arts holds equally for two-dimensional
schemes – this is why the chart of the Napoleonic campaign made in an admirable
manner by Minard cannot do without an explaining caption.

Nevertheless, visual art was and is not devoid of possibilities to represent
series of successive actions: witness Trajan’s Column, the Colonna Traiana, in
Rome, or other friezes with a series of bas-reliefs showing successive ‘scenes’ of
an event thought to be important. Nonetheless, these ‘texts in pictures’ show the
problem already mentioned, too: we need context information, for instance the
fact that the bas-reliefs forming the frieze that winds from bottom to top wants to
tell us the story of the victories Trajan obtained against the Dacians in 101/2 and
105/5 A.D. Or witness comics where the supporting role of alphabetic text cannot
be overlooked.

2.7 Film Eventually Makes Lessing’s caveas Obsolete

A major progress in the domain of visual representation was brought about by a
new technique. Film originated from the scientific interest in shooting a rapid
sequence of pictures in order to visualise a complex movement by dividing it into
successive moments or phases – one such problem driving the early development
of film was the question whether there was a moment in the movement of a
galloping horse when all of its four legs were lifted off the ground. This technique
led at the end of the nineteenth century to the new medium of cinematography
and the immense cognitive space it opened.17 Here a rapid succession of indivi-
dual shots of a motion process (>16 frames per second) gives us the illusion of
seeing a moving horse, a moving person etc. Starting from this moment, Visual

aufeinander, oder deren Teile aufeinander folgen, heißen überhaupt Handlungen. Folglich sind
Handlungen der eigentliche Gegenstand der Poesie” (Lessing 2006: 81)
16 More recent historians or theoreticians of Art tend to express a certain dislike of Lessing on
behalf of the restrictions he attributes to the Fine Arts. Some underline the fact that another
symbolic language equivalent to the phonetic one, namely sign language, makes use of ‘pictorial
means’ – gestures in three-dimensional space. Be it as it were, as mentioned earlier, even sign
language cannot escape the basic linearity. Some of these signs show a certain degree of
simultaneity – as does phonetic language, too, for instance in the domain of intonation contours.
17 The pioneers of this so-called chronophotography were Eadweard James Muybridge (1830–
1904), Étienne-Jules Marey (1830–1904), and Ottomar Anschütz (1846–1907).
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Art, overcoming the dogma of Lessing, became perfectly able to tell us all sorts of
stories, first as silent films (accompanied by music and – necessarily – using
written language, so called intertitles or title cards, as a means of explanation);
then, starting with the late 20s of the twentieth century, as sound films (‘talkies’).

Movies would be another wonderful example for the emergence of new
genres in the framework of a new carrier medium, motion pictures, which func-
tions as the first recipient. Rick Altman (1999) was already able to distinguish
about 100 filmic genres a hundred years after the invention of cinematography. I
will focus on a specific technique, instead, that emerged only after about 25 years
of movie production. It is linked with the names of two Russian film-theorists and
filmmakers, Lev Vladimirovič Kulešov (1899–1970) and Sergej Mihajlovič Ejzen-
štejn (1898–1948). Kulešov, who held an important position at the world’s first
film school (the Moscow Film School), carried out experiments with what is today
called film editing. He used a short footage showing the then famous actor Ivan
Il’ič Mozžuchin with a neutral face expression.18 This sequence was confronted
with a sequence showing a soup bowl, a handsome lady, and a dead child in a
coffin. Although the footage with the actor was identical in all three cases, the test
audience would see quite different face expressions or emotions of the actor, each
one appropriate of the context: hunger or appetite in the case of the soup, grief
when confronted with the dead child, and desire when intercut with the attractive
lady. This experiment made it into the textbooks of film theory (as ‘Kulešov
effect’) and, above all, into the practice of filmmakers.

The observed effect is nothing but one of the filmic instances of my second
law of semiotics, the law of inferring, which typically leads to an emergent effect
(third law). If we have a sequence (a) showing soldiers who fire, followed by a
sequence (b) where somebody breaks down: then we cannot help seeing (a) as the
cause of (b), even if there is no physical or spatial link between the two shots.

The filmmaker who first applied these insights in a masterly way was Ejzen-
štejn (who is said to have collaborated for some time with Kulešov) in his silent
film Battleship Potemkin from 1925. There is a famous scene on the stairs leading
to the harbour of Odessa where the battleship is moored. The overall technique
applied by Ejzenštejn is what we tend to call pars pro toto in the rhetorical
tradition. From time to time we have establishing shots in order to guarantee
contextualisation, but the overwhelming majority consists of short sequences
concentrating on individuals and even details of individuals.

18 At this time, the actor himself was already starring in Paris under the frenchified name
Mosjoukine.
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In the first, peace- and cheerful part of the scene under discussion, the pars
pro toto shots show us that different groups of society are assembled on the
stairs, supplying the battleship and its crew with food. Then, after a title card
reading “suddenly…”, accompanied by an abrupt change in the character of the
film music, a row of guard soldiers, guns raised at their shoulders, bayonets
fixed, appears, shooting for a first time. Immediately afterwards we see a short
sequence showing just the legs of somebody, the knees giving way – exactly the
principle of editing that was explained earlier: we cannot help interpreting the
breaking down of this person, in its turn represented by his/her legs, as a
consequence of the shooting, i.e. as an indexical sign. Interrupted by a few
establishing camera shots, we are thus confronted with 130 odd short snippets of
film, occupying only about 5 min. 30 sec., i.e. with an average length of 2,5 sec-
onds each (among the camera shots appears also the face of Ejzenštejn himself
with a quite appropriate expression). According to my second law of semiotics,
we automatically fill the gaps between this series of mostly pars pro toto-shots,
linking them together, the emergent effect (third law) being the impression of an
incredible brutality.19

This technique of editing is still called ‘Soviet Montage’. One of the many
texts one could cite here is the assessment given by a well-known historian of
film, David Bordwell. He underlines the necessary contribution of the viewer:

Montage forced the viewer to recognize a reworking of the raw event through constant
editing gaps and mismatches: overlapping cutting distended time, disjunctive cuts created
spatial and temporal ambiguities. Even the shot itself offered uncertain cues, since extreme
close-ups, canted angles, and abstract compositional patterns against sky or neutral back-
grounds tended to disorient the viewer. In sum, Soviet montage cinema constituted a
challenge to classical narrative and decoupage on almost every front: narrative unity,
narrational voice and point-of-view, spatial and temporal continuity. (Bordwell, Staiger and
Thompson 1988: 76)

What is important is not the shots themselves, but their ordering, the montage. As
Kulešov noted in a text written in the mid 1920s and first published in 1929):

[…] we became convinced that the fundamental source of the film’s impact on the viewer –
a source present only in cinema – was not simply to show the content of certain shots, but
the organization of those shots among themselves, their combination and construction, that
is, the interrelationship of shots, the replacement of one shot by another. (Kuleshov 1974:
46)

19 This can still be topped with today’s means. In David Fincher’s Fight Club (1999) we have a
fighting episodewith 60 shots in 35 seconds, resulting in approximately 0.5 seconds per shot.
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This means that edited film (especially film edited according to “Soviet mon-
tage”), even though it consists of shots filmed through a photographic lens, i.e. of
footage reflecting reality, aims at creating emergent effects brought about by the
viewer himself. It does so according to semiotic laws two and three, described
above. As a consequence, filmic ‘reality’ is a construct.20

In Table 1 we considered three carrier media – thinking, speaking and writ-
ing –, and explored their respective advantages and shortcomings. Most impor-
tant for the medium of writing is the translation into a secondary semiotic system,
namely a kind of script, which has to be retranslated by the recipient. One of the
advantages of writing is visualisation in a two-dimensional carrier that permits
users to go beyond the inescapable linearity of speaking. Now this comparative
view should be continued for other carrier media that are likewise based on
visualisation, but whose techniques of visualisation are even more complex:

Table 4: Comparison between somemore media.

Writing Visualised statistics Fine Art Film

Externalised &materialised on/in the respective carrier medium

Materialisation permits an enlarged communication radius (in space and time)

Is a secondary
semiotic system.
Linear and at
the same time
materialising in
two dimensions.

Makes full use of the
two dimensions:
combines picturesque
elements (a tertiary
semiotic system)
with a necessary
legend (secondary
semiotic system)

Makes full use of the two
or even three dimensions
of the carrier; is context-
hungry and needs
explanations either in the
first semiotic system
(spoken language) or in a
second system. Displays
the dilemma explored by
Lessing

Displays two dimensions
representing a third
dimension, time
(movement), thus making
the verdict of Lessing
obsolete. Combines in its
advanced formsmoving
pictures with spoken
language and/or script and
music

20 It should be noted that this idea of constructing reality, to form a ‘new reality’, is present in
contemporary Art theory and avant-garde in the 1910s and early 1920s – witness, for example,
Georges Braque. Braque had, among other things, a remarkable gift to express insights in an
aphoristic manner. Two aphorisms, published for the first time in a French review in 1917, tell us
what is essential in avant-gardist Fine Arts at this time: “Le souci n’est pas de reconstituer un fait
anecdotique, mais de constituer un fait pictural” [anecdotique stands in this discussion for
mimetic] and “Construire c’est assembler des éléments homogènes. Bâtir c’est lier des éléments
hétérogènes. Cézanne a bâti”. For the whole series of aphorisms, see Braque (1952). Not only
cubism is relevant for this kind of thinking, the same thing holds, for instance, for German
expressionism.
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Writing Visualised statistics Fine Art Film

Ordered Ordered, simultaneous impression, needs
analysis, explanation and mostly previous
initiation

Ordered, simultaneous
impression, conveys
immense amounts of
information

Requiresmore
time than oral
communication

Production is extremely demanding in terms of time

The respective processes being externalised and materialised, we can observe and monitor
ourselves – which leads to much theoretical thinking and writing on the topic

In all cases, the possibilities offered by the respective carrier medium are only gradually
discovered and exploited by the respective genres/formats that develop over time

An extra column should be added for mathematics – like statistical graphics it is
based on a tertiary semiotic system, created on the back of the second and the
first one. The result is new symbols which may be interpreted as ideograms,
immediately accessible to those who were initiated via spoken language and
writing, but that are often enigmatic to those lacking a sufficient grounding in
mathematics. As in the case of graphical statistics, the ideograms and symbols
used in mathematics are independent of a particular language.

3 A Synthesising Look Backwards

Let us recall once more the three theses put forward earlier:
I. In the process of semiosis, there are two recipients: the carrier medium and

the genre/format. Carrier media offer possibilities and shortcomings.
II. Any medium of communication opens a new cognitive space; its possibilities

are discovered, mastered and exploited by its users only slowly.
III. Any medium can give rise to distinctive sets of genres. Often they have a quite

long history (and diversify more and more).

The essential shortcomings of spoken language were linked with its necessarily
linear character. This linearity tends to be reduced by the invention of techniques
like verse, meter, prosody, rhyme, and music – where it leads to strophes. All
instantiate a parallelism be it of form or of content, often of both. What further
helps to reduce the problems posed by linearity are relatively simple macrostruc-
tures. As was underlined by Bakhtin in the long passage cited earlier, they
facilitate, among other things, the reception by the hearers, allowing them to
anticipate what will come next.
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As to script, the possibilities and advantages of a carrier medium with
the cognitive possibilities of a two-dimensional space were discovered only
gradually, resulting in a highly ideographic page layout for specific genres. As
a consequence, we get registers and tables, a process that results for instance
in the new genre of history in tables and that allows at the same time a
new method of (non-linear) reading, not to speak of silent reading. The
discovery of further possibilities offered by a two-dimensional carrier medium
led to the statistical representations of Joseph Minard. A major result of these
possibilities was the evolution, between the thirteenth and the seventeenth
centuries, of a mathematical notation that sparked an unbelievable progress
in this discipline, giving it the importance it has in actual life and scien-
ce.

(Alphabetic) script based on the concatenation of conventional symbols
(letters), evolved from the transferral, of a chain of symbolic and indexical signs
(words) into a written code, reaching, by 1200, in certain genres, a stage of
ideographic iconicity: layout, spaces, punctuation visualise aspects of content
like word classes, the syntactic analysis reflected by punctuation, and the
ordinatio, i.e. the content structure of a text. In contradistinction to this, Fine
Arts worked from the beginning with iconicity. This could not prevent an
essential shortcoming: paintings, sculptures remain context-hungry. They badly
need contextualisation and explanation, thus nourishing the profession of art
critics and art historians.

Film turned out to be a carrier medium which enabled the overcoming of
limitations of the two- and three-dimensional representation we encountered in
the Fine Arts. Whilst pictures and sculptures cannot tell stories (the caveas
uttered by Lessing), cinematography does. A series of pictures forms a shot, a
cadrage; a sequence of cadrages may result in an episode, a series of episodes
in a chapter, a series of chapters an entire movie. (Significantly, the metapho-
rical designations for the constituent elements of films [chapter, episode, etc.] in
their turn originated in the analysis of written narrative.) But films can do much
more: in their advanced forms the action, encoded by the movements of
persons, having an iconic function, is accompanied by speech and music. In
contradistinction, written stories deal with the symbolic and indexical signs of
everyday language only. Film offers information densely packaged, accompa-
nied even today, by a film music inherited from the silent film era; it has,
besides its undeniable mood function, often times also a structuring role (Leit-
motiv character).

Thus movies convey densely packed information, displaying all three cate-
gories of signs as defined by Peirce: iconic movements of persons reflecting the
anthropological and cultural codes described by the late Christian Metz (1931–
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1993);21 lots of connotations, as a rule triggered off by visual indexical signs;
spoken language with its proper symbolic and indexical signs. Into the bargain,
film offers the possibility of editing, e.g. Soviet montage, which inescapably
forces emergent interpretations on to viewers. Film therefore shows the highest
degree of persuasive means. Only by becoming conscious of the techniques used
by filmmakers, editing techniques, only by choosing an approach similar to the
one we know from the Russian Formalist School for literary studies, can we
avoid to be manipulated by the genres/formats possible in this carrier medium.

At the same time, all these examples instantiate what has been said in thesis II
about the cognitive space carrier media offer for gradual discovery. The examples
need not be repeated. I would only like to supplement the discovery, for the Fine
Arts, of the so-called central perspective in the Renaissance – it allowed artists to
better represent the third spatial dimensionon their two-dimensional canvases.

We are now able to fully grasp the sense of the citation from Thomas Aquinas:

Manifestum est enim quod omne quod recipitur in aliquo, recipitur in eo per modum recipientis
[et non per modum recepti].
For it is clear that whatever is received into something is received according to the condition
of the recipient [and not of what is received].

A carrier medium is a first recipient; it opens a cognitive space that is part of the
conditions mentioned by Thomas: what they are like will be discovered only
gradually. Once discovered, they are integrated into the second class of recipi-
ents, the genres or formats used in order to transmit content. They shape the
content according to the possibilities of the carrier, filtering it at the same time.
All is not allowed in a particular genre: think of the first law of semiotics dealing
with selection as a prerequisite for making sense. According to aesthetic necessi-
ties (e.g. the de-automatisation of the Russian Formalists), these genres are
constantly developing, changing, renewing. But this is a subject I have dealt in
some detail on another occasion (Raible 2010).

One final observation: all these discoveries and their implementation make
the production process ever more difficult, more demanding in terms of time and
intellectual effort, at the same time making reception, as a rule, easier. When
writing we have to make a syntactic analysis (think of punctuation);organising
information into tables is anything but easy; the statistical schemes we find in

21 What is themeaning of facial expressions, gestures, movements of the body, of the eyes?What
is (was) a man expected to do when a lady opens her cigarette case? Formulated by Eco: “il existe
des codes que nous appellerons anthropologico-culturels, qui s’acquièrent avec léducation reçue
depuis la naissance, comme le code perceptif, les codes de reconnaissance et les codes iconiques
avec leurs règles pour la transcription graphique des données d’expérience […] (Eco 1970: 42).
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Minard even presuppose a special talent; and film editing is a most laborious
process – let alone mathematical writing. In other words, cultural evolution has
its price, too.
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